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          Egyptian papyrus was the earliest known paper invented around 4000 B.C. and

the Chinese were thought to have glued rice paper onto their walls as early as 200BC.

In the 8th century, a group of Chinese prisoners with paper making skills who worked

for the Middle Eastern and taught them their skills. They in turn spread the knowledge

of paper making throughout the Middle East. Things progressed slowly but by the 10th

century, linen fibres were being used instead of wood or bamboo to create a finer

paper. All of these enabled various individuals to experiment with printing onto this

fairly even textured paper. 

           The earliest European pictorial block prints were religious souvenirs, the oldest

being a representation of the Virgin dated 1418 now in the Royal Library at

Brussels. This type of printing method may have also been used by the Chinese as early

as the 5th century. The earliest wallpapers were used in Europe as early as the

thirteenth century and were painted with images of popular religious icons and

displayed within the homes of the devout and the poor. Within the next few centuries,

papers were hand block-printed, but only remained popular with the poor. 

         By the sixteenth century, however, more expensive wall coverings embodying

imagery taken from tapestries hung in the homes of nobility, became popular with the

middle class. Small sheets either carried a repeating image, or several blocks produced

a pattern spread across many sheets. The earliest known fragment of European

wallpaper that still exists today was found on the beams of the Lodge of Christ's

College, Cambridge and dates from 1509.   It is an Italian inspired woodcut

pomegranate design printed on the back of a proclamation issued by Henry VIII and

attributed to Hugo Goes, of  York.

WHEN WAS WALLPAPER INVENTED?
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HOW WALLPAPER IS MADE? 
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The backing, which can either be woven or non-woven. A woven backing is

more fabric-based, while non-woven is pure paper. 

The ground coat, which is essentially just the background colour of the

wallpaper. Once the coating is applied to the backing, it’s ready to receive

the pattern itself.      

The ink which is applied on top of the ground coating. Different wallpaper

printers use different types of ink depending on the quality of their products.

There are 3 raw materials used in wallpaper production depending on the type

of wallpaper being produced.

·        

     

THE WALLPAPER MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Making the Paper

Coating

Printing the Pattern

·        

Paper-Backing      

Non-Woven Backing   

Woven Backing (Fabric-Backed)

Latex Acrylic Backing

HOW WALLPAPER IS MADE? 
RAW  MATERIALS  USED  IN  WALLPAPER  PRODUCTION

WALLPAPER BACKING MATERIALS
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Wallpaper last longer
Wallpaper tends to be more durable than paint. Paint can chip and peel from

moisture or accidental collisions, whereas wallpaper will stand up to most

situations much better. This gives wallpaper greater longevity, meaning that you

won’t have to go back and refinish the walls for years, or even decades in some

cases. Another point towards the use of wallpaper is that it is much easier to

clean. When all paper gets a dirty spot, you can just wipe it off.

 

Intricacy and flexibility of style 
Wallpaper comes in a huge variety of styles, from stripes to damask and

everything in between. This variety gives you lots of choices when crafting a

room’s feel and style, giving you more freedom of expression in your home’s

decoration. You can also get much more intricate designs on wallpaper.

Wallpaper can range from very intricate to more abstract designs, and either

way it’s just as easy to put up.

Wallpaper is more unique 
Wallpaper can get a more unique, customised, and individual look, and it is not

likely to find another home nearby with the same colours and designs as the

newly wallpapered living room or bedroom.

 WHY USE WALLPAPER?
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TYPE OF WALLCOVERING
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Paper Backed Vinyl/Solid Sheet Vinyl wallcoverings that have a paper

(pulp) substrate laminated to a solid decorative surface. These types of wall

coverings are very durable since the decorative surface is a solid sheet of

vinyl. They are classified as scrubbable and peelable. 

Fabric Backed Vinyl wall covering that have a woven substrate of fabric or

a non-woven synthetic substrate. In either case, the substrate is laminated to

a solid vinyl decorative surface.

Non-Woven wallcovering is different with solid vinyl wallcovering, a light

paper backing that is easy to hang and easy to remove. It is more difficult to

tear, even when it is wet during the application process. The material will not

be contracting or expanding over time. It also comes with high quality type

non-woven fabric (instead of paper backing) the product being easily

strippable and leaves no residue.

In-Register wallcovering is a technique where the ink colours are applied

at the time the paper is being embossed, generally resulting in an

embossing that duplicates the printed pattern. In addition, it is suitable for

living and dining area. This wall covering is best used for imperfect wall but

not suitable for areas that frequently requires to be clean. 

Foils wallcovering (Metallic or Aluminium sheet surface) is constructed
by laminating a thin sheet of aluminium or Metallic foils to a paper substrate.

Foil wallpapers are possibly the most varied, dramatic and exciting range of

wall coverings, but are also one of the most difficult to hang successfully.

They are made from thin metallic foil, in a range of plain colours or patterns

screen-printed onto the surface

Textile wallcovering are almost the oldest types of wall decoration. Since

long Period with mix of different fashion trends, it has maintained its place in

interior home decoration. Textile wallpaper is a non-woven type wall

covering. It is consisting of two layers. The first layer is of fabric material and

the second layer is of the non-woven substrate.

 

TYPE OF WALLCOVERING
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Natural Fiber wallcovering is made by natural material such as vines, jute,

wool, sea grass, coir, cork, hemp, sisal, cotton and grass that has been dyed

and laminated to a paper backing after printed using conventional method.

This product normally will be shading as the wallpaper are natural material.

It is suitable for low traffic area only.

Acoustic wallcovering made from sound-absorbing materials in its entirety.

It is suitable for sound reduction areas such as meeting rooms, offices,

theatre, auditorium, restaurant VIP room, private & confidential office room,

corridors and etc.

Expanded/ Paintable/ Ceiling type wall covering are constructed with

expanded agent added to a liquid vinyl, make the wallpaper expand in size

after it is heated at high temperature producing a 3-dimensional effect. This

product is good use on imperfect wall, because it can cover the flaw and it

can be paint over. This wall covering is not suitable for areas require

frequently cleaning which may be more difficult due to the raised pattern. It

is more suitable for install at ceiling because of its lighter weight. 

 Wallpaper Murals can be used in large-scale ventures, but they can also be

utilitarian as well. In today's world of murals, things are a little more

technologically advanced. There are now more advanced techniques for

printing large scale murals. They are generally printed on huge vinyl, paper,

or fabric sheets and attached to a surface, like a modern wallpaper. They can

be seen in all types of buildings, like homes, offices, cities, and more. It is a

great way of getting a frieze effect in your room.

TYPE OF WALLCOVERING
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TYPE OF WALLCOVERING
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TYPE OF WALLCOVERING
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The symbols are the guideline for you to decide on which material you want to

select, especially when you consider the type of traffic in the areas you want the

wallpaper to be. This guideline symbols will also help you on how to maintain

this wallcovering later on.

 

WALLCOVERING SYMBOLS 
WHY THERE ARE IMPORTANT?

The symbols guideline to how direct sunlight can affect the wall covering. 

The symbols guideline on how you can remove the wallcovering later on.
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WALL COVERING SYMBOLS 
WHY IS IT  IMPORTANT?

The symbols guideline to an additional advantage when you select

wallcovering. 

The symbols guideline of an extra information and Installation method.

14



WALL COVERING SYMBOLS 
WHY THERE ARE IMPORTANT?
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WALLCOVERING SIZE
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WALLCOVERING SIZE

53cm (W) x 10m (L)

Approx. 57.75 Sq. Ft

(European Wallpaper) 

75cm (W) x 10m (L)

Approx. 80 Sq. Ft

70cm (W) x 10m / 50m (L)

Approx. 75 Sq. Ft / 376 Sq.

Ft (American Wallpaper)

42”(1.06m x 15.5m) 

Approx. 177.75 Sq. Ft

(Korean wallpaper)

92cm (W) x 50m (L)

Approx. 495 Sq. Ft

(Japanese Wallpaper)

1.3m (W) x 50m (L)

Approx.700 Sq. Ft 

(Fabric Backing)
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HOW MANY ROLLS OF 
WALLCOVERING YOU NEED?

LENGTH 

OF WALL

HEIGHT OF WALL 

6'-7'
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HOW MANY ROLLS OF 
WALLCOVERING YOU NEED?
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Concentrated pure methyl cellulose

High adhesive strength& super adhesive

Non VOC & Non Toxic

suitable for vinyl wall covering, photo murals &

Bartoline ZNS-B FLAKE 100 (Fully Imported from UK )

      backing wall  covering

Concentrated pure methyl cellulose

High adhesive strength& super adhesive

Non VOC & Non Toxic

suitable for vinyl wall covering, photo murals &

Bartoline ZNS-STICK IT 180G (Fully Imported from U

      backing wall  covering

Concentrated pure methyl cellulose

High adhesive strength& super adhesive

Non VOC & Non Toxic

suitable for vinyl wall covering, photo murals &

Z5000 Pure Wallpaper Powder Glue

      backing wall  covering

CHOOSING THE RIGHT ADHESIVE

Specially formulated for professional use with heavier 

High initial tack

Good slip properties and powerful final adhesion

Formulated for Contract wall coverings

Bartoline Ready Mixed Pro Heavy Duty
(Fully Imported from UK)

      luxury vinyl, textile and fabric backed wall coverings
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How they bond the wall covering to the wall surface      

How they apply to the wall covering (this is the major consideration for

the Installer)

There are many types of wall covering adhesive and each formulated to a

different performance characteristic. 

These characteristics fall in two general categories: 

·        

Wallcovering Primers 

WHAT TYPE OF WALLCOVERING
 ADHESIVE SHOULD BE USE?

21

Non VOC, non toxic primer,

easy use formula.

Special modified acrylic

emulsion polymer. 

Excellent adhesion for

wallpaper hanging. 

Good moisture prevention.

Suitable for dark colour old

wall & woods surface to

prevent background colour

showing through.

Per litre primer cover 20-

25m

ZP5001 WALLPAPER COVER-
TYPE PRIMER 

Non VOC, non toxic primer,

easy use formula.

Suitable for powdery wall,

flaking paint or new

pastured wall. 

Excellent adhesion & water

resistance.

Anti-alkali performance.

Per litre primer cover 20-

25m

ZP5002 PENETRATING
WALLPAPER PRIMER 

Excellent adhesion for

wallpaper for hanging .

Improve bonding strengh

between wallpaper & wall. 

Mold proof 

Suitable for wall with light

moisture wall behind toilet

& best for commercial

wallcovering installation 

Per litre primer cover 20-

25m

ZP5003 ALKALI RESISTANCE
& BASIC MOISTURE
PREVENTION WALLPAPER
PRIMER 



WALL COVERING 
INSTALLATION TOOLS

Cleaning sponge Smoothing Brush 

External Angle RollerPlain Clamping Roller

Spatula

Pasting Roller

Bartoline 1litre Stripper

Blade

Humidity Tester

22

Measuring Tape 

Bartoline 500ML



Before beginning the job of wallpapering, it’s critically important to

prepare both the room and the walls. Wallpapering can be a messy job, so

it’s important to prepare and protect the room beforehand. In addition,

because wallpapering requires precise work and a steady pace, you will

want to have all the necessary tools and supplies ready. The walls must be

flat, smooth, and able to accept wallpaper to ensure a successful result.

When wall preparation is not prepared properly, problems will occur on

the roots of the vast. Walls painted with glossy enamel should be

deglossed before papering otherwise the paper will not adhere to the

surface. Wall preparation will help ensure wallpaper product will adhere

to the wall and it will be easier to remove later on.

PREPARING WALLS FOR WALLPAPER

23 IMPERIAL 81019-3
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Problems of Substrate

The most frequent cause of the wallpapering problem is that the wall is

often insufficiently prepared. Unfortunately, these problems are hard for

someone with no experience to understand. Various cause is possible if

blisters, creases appear, seams shrunk or if the wall covering “does not

stick” after the wallcovering has been installed.

Glossy Paint Surface/ Laminated Surface/ Electrical /DB Board
Surface/ Metal
 

What can cause the surface is that sintered layers are accumulations of

bonding agent on the surface. These sintered layers lay like a film on the

surface and seal off the substrate. This sintered film must be mechanically

removed by sanding or primer.

Substrate Over-Pasting

If the wall area has been papered over several time, old paste residues can

have accumulated on that area. It can be decremented to the absorbency,

since the residue cover the wall and seal it off. The wall should be roughed

up with sandpaper and paint with a cover type wallpaper coat of primer

Important:
To achieve sufficient initial adhesion the wall must be sufficiently

absorbent. So, that the paste can “sink its claws” into

PROBLEMS OF SUBSTRATE
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Emulsion Paint wall/ New plastered wall/ skim coating wall
 

Emulsion paint wall, new plastered wall and skim coating wall can be very

‘thirsty’. Before the glue is activated it will suck all the paste from the back

of Wallpaper. When it is applied often the paste is unable to sink optimally

into the wall to develop sufficient initial adhesion due to the severe

blistering (even with non-woven wall covering). The seams may still come

a past weeks later (especially in the presence of extreme temperature

fluctuations). The recommended alternative is primer Penetrating

wallpaper primer. This optimally prepares the wall for installing wall

covering.

Dark colour old wall/ Gibson Board (normal)/ wood surface
 

It is recommended applying wallpaper primer for the surface. This is

because, the product has a white pigment that makes the entire wall

uniformly white.

PROBLEMS OF SUBSTRATE
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PROBLEMS WITH PASTE 
AND SOAKING TIMES

When the paste is diluted until it is too watery, it can lose up 50% or more

of its adhesive power. The result of the wall will be sufficient adhesive and

the wallcovering will not stick properly. The seams will rise or come apart

and blisters may form weeks later. It can also be form in heated rooms

when surface tension develops between the wall and the wall covering.

The soaking period will indicate for the wallcovering. Make sure that all

strips soak at the same amount of time.

 

 

Paper-backing Wall covering
The soaking period is very important when installing paper-backing

wallcovering. If the strips do not soak long enough it will shrink, blister and

crease. It is also important to make sure the paste can get into the deeper

embossing of embosses paper-backing wall covering. 

 

Vinyl Wall covering Adhering
to the soaking times is also absolutely necessary for vinyl.  Vinyl

wallcovering should be rolled up after being pasted in order to keep the

edge from drying out. It is particularly important to make sure that the

wallcovering dries toward the wall almost exclusively.

 

Non-woven Backing Wall covering
It is important for the wall under non-woven backing wallcovering to

be absorbent, but also of a neutral colour. If the wall colour is not uniform

(dappled), this may show through the wallcovering. This is why primer is

recommended if there should be any doubts.

27



SOLUTION TO 
WALLCOVERING PROBLEMS
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Paint adulterated with foreign pigments.

Break down paint binder from extended weathering ad exposing the

pigments.

Premature breakdown of paint from use of cheap paint/ interior grade

paint.

Apply 2 coat of primer.

Allow wallpaper primer to dry thoroughly.

Followed by wallpapering

Powdery Surface
Possible cause: 

 

Solutions:

SOLUTION TO 
WALLCOVERING PROBLEMS
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Poor substrate conditions, like dampness of wall or high alkaline

conditions.

Improper surface clearing before painting.

Extreme weather conditions causing wear off of paint.

Use unsuitable grade of paint (external) for the internal.

Scrape to remove all flaking paint film.

Apply 2 coat of primer.

Allow primer to dry.

Followed by the wallpapering.

Paint Flaking
Possible causes:

 

Solution:

SOLUTION TO 
WALLCOVERING PROBLEMS
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When the cement plaster is not dry before painting, this will cause

migration of water soluble salts from cement drying out on the

surface.

Clean off the wall with scraper

Apply 2 coat of primer.

Followed by the wallpapering

Efflorescence
Possible causes:

 

Solution:

SOLUTION TO 
WALLCOVERING PROBLEMS
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Dampness of surface allow fungus and algae to grow on the

accumulated dust

In sufficient algaecide/ fungicide in paint

Clean off with Clorox to remove accumulated dust.

Rinse with clean water and allowed the wall to dry.

Apply 2 coat of primer Alkali Resistance & sealing performance

wallpaper primer.

Allowed primer to dry.

Followed by the wallpapering.

Algae/Fungus
Possible causes:

 

Solution:

SOLUTION TO 
WALLCOVERING PROBLEMS
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“X” Tape Knife Test (an old House painted several layers walls)

Cut an “X” with a sharp blade on painted wall. Then apply a piece of

scotch tape over the “X” and pull from the wall. If the tape is clean then

the surface is sound.

RECOMMENDED SURFACE TEST

Water Rub Test (new house first layer painting)

Wet a spot on the wall and rub it with a clean wiping rag. If there is no

paint appears on the rag the paint is sound.

33



WALLCOVERING INSTALLATION
 STANDARD PRACTICE
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Reverse match method should be applied. Patterned Wallcovering

(Pattern repeat horizontally only)

Overlap & double cutting method should be applied

Cutting
Verify the wallcovering that has identical article, lot number, pattern and

colour. Then unroll the wallcovering to check for defect or colour shading

before cutting  If lot number and pattern number are not the case, but

shading is still found. Plain over wall covering

 

Prepare the ground
The wall surface has to be prepared. The rough areas have to be

eliminated, the ground should be even, free of dust and dry.

 

Pasting 
The right kind of adhesive and paste must be thoroughly stirred to

be able to stand long enough. Apply paste evenly to the strips of

wallpaper, fold them and roll them up. Let all the strips to soak for a

sufficient and uniform period of time.

 
Installation 

Test the first strip in each case with a level line to get the subsequent

strips run straight. Let the wall covering overlap on to the ceiling. So, it will

be even out. The standard practice for the installer to cut only three
rolls first and inspect material etc. After 3 strips  hang before doing
any further process. Wallcovering seams are butted tightly together. A

clamping Roller” is recommended for rolling out the seams. Do not use

clamping roller with embossed because the embossing would cause

“shading” try pressing the seam carefully with a soft cloth. The paste found

on the surface of the wallpaper must be carefully dabbed with a sponge

and then with a dry cloth. Waiting too long to remove the paste can cause

discolour on the surface of the wall covering. Moreover, when paste is not

removed it can leave shiny spots on the surface and it is visible when view

from the side. Always use smoothing tools to smooth air bubbles to avoid

damage.

RECOMMENDED SURFACE TEST
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RECOMMENDED SURFACE TEST
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Customer’s responsibility to do a visual check of the material upon

receiving.   

Customer is not allowed to request exchange if packaging of the

material was damaged during transit, but the material is not damage.

The material will be inspected following claim of damages.

Customer is not allowed to claim any damage materials after

accepting upon delivery without inspecting the package. 

Customer is allowed to reject the damage material upon delivery and

contact WCD immediately.

Customer is allowed to claim material defects within 30 days after

receiving.

Customer is not allowed to claim any defects after 30 days from the

receiving date.

Customer is not allowed to claim any damages on the material quality

after installing.

General Guidelines
Wallcovering Damaged in Transit

 

Defective Wallcovering

 

WALLCOVERING CLAIM POLICY

Prepare the wall before installing wallcovering.

Read the installation instruction symbols before you start the

installation.

After pasting/soaking allowed the wallcovering to go through

relax/cure period.

Do not stretch the wallcovering.

Do not let the wallcovering over soak.

To avoid damaging  the wallcovering surface use smoothing tools to

smooth down the air bubbles.

Hang three (3) strips and inspect the material.

At this point, if the customer notices any defect, they should stop

installation and contact WCD.

Installation Defect
WARNING!
Do not install until you have read all the instruction given below.
WCD will not take any responsibility for the installation.

37 RAUM 81163-1
RAUM 81163



TIPS TO REMEMBER
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Before wallpapering the ceiling, wood, frame, skirting and flooring

work should be finish. 

Do not rush the hanging process on a new plastered wall.

Oil gross painted wall must be sanded or prime it with a primer to

provide a good surface.

Remove existing wallpaper before installing the new wallpaper. 

Uneven wall surface must be plastered smoothly before wallpaper

installation.

Brick or grainy surface are not suitable for wall covering.

Ceramic file must use heavy wall liner or apply two (2) coat of primer.

Write down the roll number for additional paper.

Every corner strip first piece should be plumb

Due to uneven wall, pattern is not match along the entire seam. Try

matching your pattern at your eye level. 

Gently smooth the paper surface 

Clean the surface of the wallpaper before the paste dries up and

frequently change the cleaning water. 

Use sponge to clean each strip with clean water after hanging.

Foil wallcovering requires handling with care. This is because, the edge

crumples easily and it can not be repair. 

For all types of wall covering that is hung, the strip should be wash

after hanging. 

Use the palms of your hand in positioning the strip to avoid from

pulling or stretching it.

Small paste bubbles on the wallcovering will be gone after 24 hours

when the paper dries it will soak up the paste.

TIPS TO REMEMBER
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TIPS TO REMEMBER
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Improper booking time. Wallpaper need several minutes or longer to soak

up the glue and expand.

There was not enough paste on the paper or it was not applied evenly. 

The wall may not be prepared properly and caused the paper to dried up

too fast on the spot. 

Different type of wallcoverings adhesives can also affect the time needed

for the paper to soak up the glue in the paste.

The wallcovering did not get enough time to cure before the hanging

process. Most wall covering will expand then contract when the paper is

hung before the process is complete. The paper will only finish shrinking

after it is hung. 

When the wallcovering gets to cure within the proper time needed,

shrinking will occur when the paper is stretch and hanging. Once it is dry,

it will contract to the original size. 

Rapid drying can also cause gaps in seams. The edges of the strips will dry

very fast and shrink. All heating register should be turn off before hanging

process starts. 

Shrinking can also caused by over application of wallpaper adhesive. In

this case, less is more.

AirBubble
What cause wallcovering to bubble?

 

Shrinking
Why Do Seams Shrink?

WALLCOVERING SOLVER
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When inspecting was not done properly for each roll to check for dye

lots before the cutting process.  

Another caused of shading could be from the manufacture printing

process. When there is a colour variation from one side of the sheet to

another. 

Shading
What caused wall covering shading?

 

Important
Some type of patterns can be difficult to notice shading until several strips

are hung. This is because, the pattern is small, dark background and close

together. There is a potential shading that should be aware before any

process.

White Edges
Why do I get White Seams When Using Dark Colour Wall covering?
When butted together the edge will be white and it is a common

problem for dark wallcovering background. The white edge is caused by

the slighter tilted towards the middle of the strip

Important:
Due to expansion/contraction factors prior to the installation process are

not manufacturers defects.

WALLCOVERING SOLVER
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The wrong tools are the caused of wallcovering scratches. 

The paper requires care in handling it and do not stand the wallcovering at

the end. This is because, the edge gets easily crumple. 

Did not manage to prepare the wall properly 

·Not able to use the right adhesives

Not having the right room temperature 

Putting too much pressure on the seam roller or spatula while installation

The painted walls are not sound or prime

Scratches on Surface
What Caused Wall covering Scratches?

 

Important:
To avoid damaging the wallcovering, you could paste the wall instead of the

paper and when pasting the wall use a fast-drying low water content adhesive.

Peel Off
Why Wallcovering Peel Off?    

 

WALLCOVERING SOLVER
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Did not manage to prepare the wall properly

 

Bump, Ridges & Valley
Why I Can See Bumps, Ridges, And Valleys After Wallpapering

Important:
Do not use foil or Mylar because such defects will be noticeable. The

smooth mirror surface to accentuate under laying flaws

WALLCOVERING SOLVER

Dried wallpaper paste can be removed with hot water. 

The paste can also be brush down. 

Paste on Seams
How Do I Remove Dried Wallpaper Paste?

 

Important:
Every strip should be wash after hanging process and change the wash

water for each strip that is hung. Otherwise, the paste gets into the water

and carry over onto the next strip. 
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It is common to find it on vinyl. When heat, moisture and darkness are

a combination to ripe for mildew. 

Due to the wall covering no able to breathe and it could not exhale

the moisture trap behind.

Mildew
What Caused mildew?

 

Important:
When the black spot appears, it is too late to do anything and it is best to

start all over again. Firstly, remove the paper, wash the wall with Clorox,

rinse with water and let it dry. Secondly, apply two coat of wallpaper

primer, apply new wallpaper using an adhesive mildew resistant additive

medium bartoline.

WALLCOVERING SOLVER
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Adhesive
A substrate that caused adhere from one thing to another. Wallpaper adhesive

is cellulose, clay or starch based. 

 

Allowance
The extra amount of wallpaper on the top and trim off the bottom side of the

strip after it is place on the wall. 

 

Booking
The relaxing period will need to process folding without creasing. A wet

wallpaper will allow paste to soak into the wallpaper backing and prevent it

from expanding on the wall. 

 

Border
A band of wallpaper used for decorative purposes, ceiling height, chair rail

height and round window. 

 

Butt Joint
The edge of the wallpaper meet, but do not overlap

 

Clay Adhesive 
Clay paste are suitable for hanging heavy commercial of dry hanging. A clay

paste is one of the strongest wall covering adhesives made. It is recommended

for over panelling, cinder block wall and liner paper clay to install the liner for a

stronger bond. 

 

Cellulose paste 

A non-staining and odourless adhesive. Cellulose paste is used to hanging

natural materials such as grass cloth, silk and string cloth. Cellulose paste is also

highly recommended for hanging murals.

Cross seaming 

A technique when a wallpaper liner is installed horizontal and decorative

wallpaper is installed vertical. To ensure that the seams do not fall at the same

place  and result in a secure adhesion. 

 

Dado
The baseboard wall area to the chair rail is equal to 1/3 the height of the wall.
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Delamination
The backing of the wallpaper or border begin to separate from the vinyl surface.

This is caused from excessive soaking or booking times. 

 

Directional Print 

In order to look aesthetically pleasing, a wallpaper pattern must be installed in

a particular direction. 

 

Double Cut 
A way to obtain a perfect fitted seam is to overlap one strip over the other

wallpaper until all patterns are match. Use a sharp blade to cut through both

layers. 

 

Dye-Lot Number 
It can also be referred as batch number or run number. It is a letter and number

combination to a particular batch of wallpaper rolls. 

 

Embossed wallpaper 
To create a permanent texture by applying pressure for the embossed on the

finishing process. 

 

Engineering the room 

Planning where the seams will fall to eliminate the small strips and pick the

pattern that will be place for the beautiful result.

 

Expanded Vinyl Wallpaper 
A heavy texture vinyl wallpaper that is good to use over damaged walls and

rough surface. 

 

Fabric Backed Wallpaper
A highly durable wallpaper with a woven or non-woven fabric ground and a

solid vinyl coating. It is also used for exclusive commercial and institutional

applications.

Gapped Seam 
A small space that appears between strips. It occurs due to lack of wall

preparation or excessive force during installation 
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Gap Seam 
A small space that appears between strips. It occurs due to lack of wall

preparation or excessive force during installation 

 

Ground
A raw stock that a coat of pigment has been applied before the top colours are

put onto the wall covering. 

 

In-Register
Type of embossed wallpaper that is synchronised with the pattern of the

wallpaper

and it has a silky shining appearance

Ink Flaking 
The deterioration of the ink will result in the flaking off the wallpaper.  Leaving

adhesive paste and also using abrasive detergent on the wallpaper can cause

ink flaking. 

 

Killing points 
Try to make a kill point in an inconspicuous area when covering all four walls of

a room. Where the positioning of the last strip joins together with the first strip

resulting to a mismatch of pattern. 

 

Level
A tool that has a liquid glass cylinder to indicate when it is positioned.

Usually a carpenter will draw a level line to start the first strip of

wallpaper and it will determine the straightness of the seams.  

 

Matching
Hanging the strips of the wall covering to get the design into a collect relation to

the preceding strips.

 

Murals
A single picture or scene with no repeats. Murals can come in panels and

extreme care should be taken when installing murals. 
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Open seams 
Seams between two installed strips of wallpaper that is separated and exposing

the wall.  The caused for an open seam in a proper wall preparation will be due

to wallpaper that has been overworked during installation process. 

 

Out of Register 
When two or more ink colours from a pattern of a wallpaper are printed out of

line over one another. It will also create a shadow or ghost like effect. The defect

that occurs during printing process and should not install out of register

wallpaper. 

 

Patter Repeat 
The distance between printed pattern repeats or duplicates itself. 

 

Peelable
A wall covering that can be dry peel from the wall leaving only substrates

backing on the wall. Which can also be use as a liner for the new wallcovering.

Peelable wall coverings are paper backed vinyl.

Pigmented Primer/Sealer 
A coloured primer reduces the risk of showing through the lightweight

wallpaper. Primer/sealer are pigmented white and can also be tinted to a pastel

colour. 

 

Pre-pasted Paper 

By pulling the wallpaper through a tray of water that has been pre-coated with

an adhesive will activate it. 

Plumb Line 
A vertical guideline is necessary when hanging wallpaper. Get a string coated

with chalk and when the string snaps the chalk will leave a straight line on

the wall. A level can also be use to achieve the same results by tracing with a

pencil. 
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Primer/Sealer
A base coating designed to use under wallpaper to seal porous surface before

hanging. It helps the wallpaper adhere by blocking the wall capacity to absorb

moisture from the paste and it makes it easier to hang and remove later on. It

is recommended to prime before hanging the wallpaper.

Railroaded
A method of installing wall covering horizontally using lining paper 

 

Random Match 

A design pattern that match even when the joining strips are position

differently. 

 

Razor Knife 

It is use to trim wallpaper on the ceiling, baseboard and cabinet. It can also cut

through double cutting. 

 

Reverse Match 
A method of installing wall covering when the top is reserve with each piece.

This method is use on plain 21 wallpaper. 

 

Scoring Walls 
For the removal of a wallpaper to take place, the process of sanding, scraping or

etching the vinyl surface is the preparation needed for the removal. Scoring is

the best removal solution to reach the paper backing of the wallpaper. 

 

Scrubbable
The wall covering that can be safely wash with a sponge and detergent without

effecting the walls. Solid vinyl is one of the wallpapers that is labelled as

scrubbable

Sizing
A substance that is applied into other materials especially papers and textiles to

act as a protective filler or glaze. Sizing is used in paper making and textile

manufacturing to change the absorption.
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Solid
Vinyl/ Solid Vinyl Paper

A wallpaper with a vinyl film coating added to the ground before the pattern is

printed. It is easy to clean, scrubbable and stain resistant. 

 

Scraper
A tool use to scrap old wallpaper, glue and adhesive. 

 

Sparkling Compound 
A white pre-mixed compound or powder mix with water to fixing crack in

plaster, hole, in sheet rock wall and skimming old wallpaper seams. 

 

Spray removal 
A method to remove wallpaper with a garden spray that has a removal solution

and the paper will remove with a wall scraper. 

 

Steam Removal 
A method to remove wallpaper with a steamer. 

 

Straight Edge 
A tool that is helpful in conjunction with a razor for metering straight joint.

It is also use as a guide in trimming selvages on untrimmed wallpaper. 

 

Stretched Wallpaper
Horizontal stretching occurs when a wallpaper strip that begun to adhere to the

wall. The wall is forced to stretch horizontally to join a strip that is hung next to

it. Vertical stretching occurs when a weight of a long strips that are held up for

a period of time without being adhere to the wall. Proper preparation should be

taken to avoid stretching and it may result in gap or mismatch seams.  

 

Strips
A wallpaper that can be dry strips from the wall and leaving little paste

without damaging the walls surface. 

 

Substrate
The backing of a wallcovering becomes laminated to the layer design.
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Usable Yields 
The amount of wallpaper rolls that can be hang with the waste in the repeat of

the pattern. 

 

Untrimmed Wallpaper 
The wallpaper with a selvage edges that has not been remove. It can be double

cut during the installation process. 

 

Vinyl Coated Paper 
Wallpaper that has a thin layer of acrylic vinyl applied over the paper. The

pattern printed on that is washable but not scrubbable. 

 

Vinyl to Vinyl Adhesive 
A special adhesive used for the two wallpaper to stick together. 

 

Washable
A wall covering that can be clean with a sponge, soft towel, mild soap and

water. 

 

Working
Table A work surface that can be used to cutting, gluing and laying wallpapers. 

 

Water Tray 
The use of it is to hold water for wetting pre-pasted wallpaper before hanging

and for removing old wallpaper use. 
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CERTIFICATION 
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